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Economic and biological benefits of interspecies switching
chaotic fishery

in a simulated

JAMES A. WILSON, JOHN FRENCH, F'ETER KLEBAN,
SUSANMcKAY, NOELROY, RALPH TOWNSEND

SIMULATION D'UNE PÊCHERIE CHAOTIQUE : L'INTÉRÊT ÉCONOMIQUE ET
BIOLOGIQUE DU CHANGEMENTDE CIBLES.
&SUMÉ
Nous avons simulé un environnement hautement variable et imprévisibleundans
modèle bio-économ'que.
Le compartiment biologique du modèle inclutdéments
des de chaos et de hasardpour la dynamiquedes espèces et
pour l'écosystème dans son ensemble. Le compartiment économique inclut pour les pêcheurs la possibilitéde
effortde pêche (par exemple en changeant
d'espèces'adapter à cet environnement biologique en réorientant leur
cible) afin de maximiser le rendement économique. Nous utilisons le modèle pour expliquer deux caractères
importants des pêcheries qui ne sontpas abordables par les modèlesà l'équilibre: les bénéfices biologiqueset
économiques du changement de cible; la variabilité accrue
des prises, du revenudes stocks et des structuresd'âge
des populations quand l'effort de pêche augmente.

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional bioeconomic models used for fisheries management
are usually limited in their ability
to predict
regularly observed processes in fisheries.By and large, such models show <<the inevitable tendency towards the
overfishingof common resources,, and
little else. We believe that
the limited capability of these models
is due to an
is
underlying rnisrepresentationof the biological environment. These models assume that the fishery, unexploited,
inherently stable, and that populations naturallyto tend
flow to some fixed, equilibrium values.
In fact, observations
and recent simulations(FRENCH et al., 1989) both support the pictureof a biological systern with large chaotic or
random fluctuations over the long terrn.
In this paper we report results frorn a bioeconomic simulator that emphasizes the highly variable charac
In :La Recherche Faceà la PêcheArtisanale,Symp.Int.ORSTOM-IFXEM.FR,MontpellierFrance,3-7juilletI989,J.-R. Durand,
J . Lemoalle etJ. Weber ( e h . ) .Paris, ORSTOM, 1991, t. II :789-802.
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tics of mean fish populations. There are thee aspects of the model that we believeare interating : thoroughly
conventional biological ideas
are used to generatechaotic populations
;one does not haveintrduce
to
exotic assumptions about biological behavior.
The mdel’s simulationsof highly variable populations
are qualitatively consistent
that empkasize equilibrium
concepts. The maiel’s
with a much broader range
of biwonomic behavior than models
implications for how we eonceptualize the processesof such systems are substantially different from the usual
equilibrium models.

the bioeconomie model andthen tum to a descriptionof the processes predicted by
Below we describe first
the mdel. We discover two basic phenomena that are widely obsewed in fisheries, but not predictable with
sustainability m d d s . Tkere are clear biological and economic benefits derived from fislnermen’s switching
behavior. By switching wermean the tendency to redirect fishing from
effort
species to speciesrespnse
in
to changes
in theirrelative abundance. Variability in catch, stock
s i x , age class distributions and fishermen’s revenue totends
increase with increasesin overall fishing effort. Finally,
we discuss the implications for management eontained in
Our raults.

The biological eompnent of the simulator is an age-structural, multiple species fisheries model with
conventional spawning,growth and mortality characteristics for five species. The individual dynamics
of four of
these s p i e s approximate typical bottom dwelling
oeean fish - cod, haddock, pollock and redfish.
The fifth s p i e s “bloom” - is a short lived, very fast growing species
such as squid or sand lance.The spawning, growth and other
important relationshipsfor eaeh species are set in a very conventional way. To these single-species biological
elements, we have added a eonstraint
on the total biomass that the eco-system
can support. This constraint creates
an interdependence among the species.
In a particular year,if the ecosystem’smass grows to exceed this biomass
limit, survivalof the newly spawned fish is reduced in order to bring the actual mass the
down
biomass
to limit.If
the numbers of newly spawned fish are not sufficient to aehieve compliancethewith
biomass constraint,al1 ofthe
newly spawnedfish are elirninated and the system’s
mass temprarily excmds the biomass constraint.
The frequency
and extentof this biomass limit induced
morhlity of newly spawned fish depends
u p n the overall growth rate
of
the system. The system growthrate however, is basically unpredictable
(”since it dependsupsn an infinite number
of possible combinationsof age class distributions within each population and overall weight distributions among
populations. Consequently, the constraint leads ts chaotic variability. In an unexploitcd model system with
fluetuating only slightlyuound the
significant heterogeneityin the s p i e s , the total mass remains relatively stable,
We stress that this chaotic behavior
is a result
biomass limit, while individual species populations vary significantly.
of the nonlinearity in the syskm once the biomass constraint is activated, and oecurs without any introduced
randomness. This source of variability may be viewed as a system-wide density dependent effect.
In areal fishery, there
is additional unpredictability in recruitment
due to local factors
such as elimate, current
flows and other difficult to quantify and measure influences. We have added this variability to Our mode1 by
introducing randomness in the spawning
function ()’ for each spmies. This randomness
makes an occasional strong
Whatwe m a n by crbasically unpredictabks is this :if o m werefully bwledgeable of al1 the rehtiomhips, the parameters
and the current values of the system. populatiopo change frorn year to yew would be predictable. However, a fimdmntal
characteristic of chaotic system is thd mens m l l errors in inputs of cun-@ntvalues or i m c t specijkation of p Q F m t e r sor
(’)

f u P n c t i o ~ I r e l a t i o ~ } ~ ~ sleadto~ar~eerrorsofprediction.I~~therealworldthemgnitudeof~gsu~e~nb~speci~cation
wo~ld
error is lihly to
greatly exceed theIevels mcessary for accurate prediction O ~ system
Q
of this sort; consequently.we refer to the
system as c<basically unpredictabler,altiwugk it is deterministib wdess ~ Q P Z ~ O W S Sis added.
for each species with a randomvariable with a Lorentzian distribution
@)Thisis done by replacing the spmning suryivor function
at each value of themture population. The average value reproducesthe originalfunction. The distribution is asymmtric 9.0
that negativevalues do not OCCUT.
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year-class possible, even when the mature population of a species is low, although the probability of such an
occurrence decreasesas the mature population decreases.
- introduces variability
&ch of thesefeatures - the biomass constraint and the random spawning distribution
into theageclass distributionsof each of the species in our simulations. The biornass consfraint is rnost important
when the fishing effort
is low, at which time the populations frequently grow large toreach
enoughthe biomass limit.
system is heavily fished.It enables
On the other hand, random spawning has its most pronounced effectthewhen
or
a speciesto escape extinctionor a futureof depensated population levels, since an occasional strong year-class
two will occur, even with a very low mature population.
1 shows Figure
population patterns with light fishing= (effort
0.1) with onlythe chaotic sources
of variability. Figure2 shows population patterns with light fîshing and with both
chaotic and random sources
of variation.
The economic component
of the model is a straightforward adaptation of a production possibilities model. Its
purpose is to provide an economic decisionrule for determining the dynamic allocation of fishing effort among
of each species, fishermen switch their
species, i.e., switching. Depending uponthe relative price and abundance
harvesting effort in such a way
as to maximize their retums (Fig.
3 ).
In the simulations presented in this paper we have simplified the economic model
by assuming
somewhat
that
Thisconstant
the fishery in question
is a small part of a larger market. Consequently, prices are assumed given(3?and
simplification eliminates the additional variability that can be introduced into the overall bioeconomic system
it has the advantage of clearly illustrating the effects
of biological variability alone.
through the market, but

3. THE BEHAVIOR OF THE MODEL
We describe here the changing bioeconomic patterns thatasresult
effort is increased from a very low level
(zero) to a very high level (where
60-70%of the catchable fish are caught each year) under two different regulatory
regimes :
Case 1 - Switching. A basicalIy unreguIated fishery where four of five species are exploited andfish
in which
are first vulnerable to capture in the year
they reach maturity. Fishermen are free to allocate
effort among species
according to the economicrule described above.

is fixed at a
Case 2 - Non-switching. A fishery similarto the first, except effort allocated to each species
constant level by regulation.
unregulated fishery.
We chose this case
'forpurposes of comparison
The firstcase comes very close toanbeing
with the usual models of overfishing. Sustainability models tell a compelling but uncomplicated story about the
effects of overfishing. As demand for a resource increases, profits rise attracting more fishing effort. Greater effort
as the abilityof the resourceto sustain itself declines
so do catch and profits. The
at first leadsto greater catch, but
process ends only when average profits
are exhausted and stocks depleted.
In case1in Ourmodel a similar pattern
is observed with certain important differences. At low levels of effort,
average catch rises rapidly
as a functionof effort (4) (Fig. 4) Although each species shows considerable variation
6). (Fig.
(Fig. 5), in any given year two or three strong year classes tend to be present in each. population
As effort is increased further, total catch tends to rise but with that rise
is anthere
increase in the variability
")Thissimplificationis not a necessary attribute
of the model.Normally the model
generatespricesendogenouslyas ifthejshery
were a closed system.
(''Except where noted ,the data infiguresand tables are the averagefor 150 simulated years offishing,computedajïter transients
due to initial conditionshme disappeared,
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Fig. 1 Catchable weightof sod with light fishingand ckaotic sourcesof variability only
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Fig. 3 The economic submodel

In any given year the allocation of fishing effort
is determined by the relative p.rices of species.
assumed constanthere. and the productionpossibilities curve (the sections of ellipses shown). The
shape andposition of the production possibilities
curve is detennined by the abundance
of each species
each year. The ellipse shape showS.the diminishing
returns fishemenexperience over the course of a single
year as more and more of a stock is harvested.
The optimal allocation of effort occurs when the returns
to hamesting each species areproportional to the relative
prices of the species. This is shown as points E l (for one
year) and E2 (for some other year in which the abundance
of the two stocks is dXerentl in the diagram. I n year 1
harvests of A l and B1occur. In the other year harvests
of A2 and B2 occur.
'

catchable weight
of stock A

A1
Al

A2

B2

catchable weight
of stock B
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Fig. 4 Catch vs. effort with switching
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Fig. 5 Stock variability witlm switcking
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Fig. 6 Age (year class) distribution for Cod with light fishing
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Fig. 7 Stock size vs. effort with switching
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of catch and stock
sizes. In addition, the stock
ofeach of the exploited populations tends
to decline at a &actional rate
faster than catch Fig. 7 and Tab. la) while the population of the unexploited bloom species increases. Further
a pronounced increase
increases in effort lead atodecline in the catch and stockof the exploited species and very
in the vxiability. At these very high levels
of effort thefishery is characterized by occasional
strong year classes
which (if theym u r in one of the exploited species)are very rapidly fished down (Fig.
8).
In short, our mdel shows thesame basic effectsas a sustainability model except it predicts, in addition, the
typically observedincrming variability of catch and stocks with hkavy fishing. For purposes
of management this
is not a trivial difference
as we will discuss below.
Case 2,in which a constant level of
effort is assigned toeach spcies, was designedto provide a “control”
against whichthe biological and economic effects
of fishermen’s switching behavior could
be evaluated. Switching
is a well documented
phenomenon, not only infisheries but also in other renewable resource
b a s d activities.James
ACHESON
(1988) for example, thoroughly describes the switching
of Maine fishermen in response to seasonal changes
in
in the abundance of various spmies. BRUSH(1980), describes similar behavior among Peruvian potato farmers
response to unpredictable variations
in climateand yieldatdifferentaltitudes. Almostalltheexamplesinthe literature
the environment. Our model does not contain
are of switching in response to unpredictable seasonal variations in
seasonal effects, but it does exhibit longer term variability that is qualitatively
Thesimilar.
rationality of switching
is intuitively obviousif one perceives the environmentto be highly variable. Switching behavior
may be costlyto
the fisherman in that it requires
learming about amuch broader spectrum of the environment and usuaIIy means the
acquisition of more specializedgear than would otherwisebe required. If the alternativeis to starve or be subject to
wide fluctuationsin income, such costsmay be very acceptable.

To generate the control case (2) the model was modified to removethe economic allocation rule described
above. IReffect, the simulator
now represents a situation where fishermen not
were
capable (for regulatory or othdr
reasons) of switching. Foreach level of effort describedin the switcking case above, a strictly comparableru^long
average catchrate (by weight) was calculated
for the non-switching case.
The non-switching model was
them I-UR at
these comparable levels
of effort.
When the results for the non-switching model
for al1 levels of effort
are compared with the switching model,
of each speciesrises
the overall trends
are very much thesame, especially at low levelsof effort Fig. 9). The catch
rapidly at low levels of effort and
is very closeto the catch realized with switching. Variability
also rises but less
rapidly than catch
pig. 10). At higherlevels of effort,
as in the switching
case, catch declines and variability continues
to rise. However, significant differences in catch occur at the highest
of effort.
level
With switching the catch
of the
tkan without switching
three majors p i e s ( c d , haddock and pollock) tends to be seven to eleven percent higher
(Tab. l a and lb). This higher catch with switching is very interesting because it points
out a surprising biological
effect of switching. First, catch can only be higher with switching because
are larger
there populations, since catch
for the three
rates are identical with and without switching. These higher population levels
four(about
to six percent
major populations) arise from the fact that with switching, fishing
effort
tends
to be allscated away from (towards)
a speies as that species populationdeclimes (rises). The biologieal impactof these allocationeffectsis stronger at
low population levels because it is at low populations that small differences in spawning populations kcome
important.
From the fisherman’s perspective the rationality of switching is strongly confiied by the model. For a
of population variability
fisherman Who is frtx to switch among the various species in the environment, high levels
mean that whenone population is low, effort can be redirected towards more abundant populations. la
Table
and lb
it is
show thatfor ch species at al1 levels of effort, the variabilityof catch tendsto be higher with switching than
without switching; butthe variability of the weight or size of each populationtends to be about the same
or lower
with switching. In effect, because,the economic deeision rule causes fishermento favor more abundant species,
switching causesthe catch of eachspecies to vary to a greater extent than population.
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Fig. 8 Age class distributionof cod at fishing effortof 1.0
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Fig. 9 Catch vs. effort without switching
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Fig. 10 Variability of catch at various levels of effort withoutswitching
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Fig. 11 Catchable weightof haddock with heavy fishing
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By farthe most important effect of switching, from the fisherman’s perspective,
it dramatically
is that reduces
the variability of revenue. For the fisherman
Who switches the relevant variability is the variability
in the combined
catch ofal1 four exploited species. For the non-switching fisherman, the relevant variability is the variability in t
catch of each species. Again, inspection of tables
l a and l b shows thatthis benefit of switching is most apparentat
high levels of fishing effort, where the variabilitytotal
of revenue for switching fishermen
is genemlly in the range
of effort,
levelsswitching tends to reduce the variability
of revenue
of 35-45% lower for switching. At the very lowest
butby only about5-20 %, still significant but generally than
less half of the
difference that occurs with heavy fishing.
or above catch without switching, the reduction in the variability
of
Since catch with switching is generally toclose
income that arises with switching constitutes a significant economic benefit
is attained
that by adaptive fishermen.
In this way, the model confirms the often observed advantages of non-specialization in a highly variable envi

4.DISCUSSION

As we note above, a view of the biological environment that emphasizes its highly variable or chaotic
in fisheries thatis different from that
characteristics leadsto a perspective on someof the basic processes at work
provided by equilibrium models. In the switching example just discussed, the implications of this different
of fishermen appears to
perspectiveare relatively straightforward;namely, the often observed switching behavior
haveboth biological and economic benefits. These benefits arise onlyof the
because
variabilityin the system. If one
views the fishery
as if it were an equilibrium system,
the benefiis of switching would simply not be apparent. From
this latter perspective, species-specific schemes that attempt to stabilize
and effort
catchare entirely reasonable.
In
fact, it is entirely possible that a person or with
agency
this perspective might tend to view the increasing variability
of catch causedby switching as an undesirable sourceof instability in the fishery. However, ifone perceives the
environmentas highly variable, one tends to view regulatoryto stabilize
attempts species-specific fisheries
as socially
to succeed. In short, in thisregard
Our model suggests a fundamentally different
andeconomically costly and unlikely
perspective on the processes and regulatory possibilities inherent in fisheries.
Another significant difference between
Our model andthe usual equilibrium model concerns the relationship
between effort and variability.In Our model as effort is increased stock sizes decline and,
in contrast to the usual
models, there is a marked increase
in the variability of catch, stock
size and other measuresthe
ofstate of the fishery.
In a very heavily fished state, relatively strong
year classes occasionally appear (Fig.
11).These strong year classes
attract a high level
of effort and, thus, are quickly fished out.
a
This pattern suggests an entry process in heavily exploited fisheries that would not be anticipated with
sustainability model. For example,
it is typically the case that therelatively certain knowledge to
available
a potential
investor is the immediate and very
near term state of the fishery (that knowledge being determined by the juvenile
and catchable age year classes currently
in the fishery) and the long term average yield of the fishery. In a heavily
fished fishery, investments timed to the occurrence
of the occasional strong year class couldbe profitable, even
though the long
term average yield from the fishery might
be insufficient to sustain profitable investment.
An entry
even in a very heavily fished fishery.
A pattern of this sort is qualitatively
process like this leadsto an upward effort
very similarU, those observed in.the heavily harvested fisheries
of Georges Bank.
one might predict with
This suggests that the observed entry in real isfisheries
likely to be much greater than
equilibrium models.
It also suggests, unlike
an equilibrium model, that reductions in effort might be achieved simply
of the
by imposing a required delay on the entrynew
of effort - i.e., a delay long enough to remove the certainty
knowledge aboutthe state of the fisheryat the time a new
boat enters. Under these conditions, rational investment
could not take advantage of the certainty
of near term knowledge of
the fishery and would cease
at a total level of
effort much lower than observed.
An equilibrium model,on the other hand, suggests only much more draconian and,
generally unsuccessful, direct regulatory reductions
in effort.
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Table l a Case 1 Fishing in a nearly unregulated (switching) environment
Age of first capture at maturity Price fixed

tandard deviation

standard deviation

-

$02
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-

-

Table l b Case 2 Pishing in a non switching environment
Age of fïrst capture at rnaturity Price fixed

Cs3

-

Level of fishing effort
0.00
0.10
0.25
0.50
0.95
1.00
1546 2358
average total weight
2980
643
235
356
standard deviation
472
255
1689 1340
315
907
/ average
0.57 0.576.59
Stand. dev.
0.88 0.731.09
151
2
220
109 15487
average catch (revenue).
87 deviation
1 standard
111 119124
130
Stand. dev. I average
0.59
nla
0.58
1.43
0.77
1.02
l
a v a s h w o f t ~ t abim~
0.10 0.208.060.29 0.37
0.04

’ Wlth prlces hxed (as assumed) calch
and revenue are proponlonal

